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Abstract

The radio frequency (RF)-induced heating is a major concern when patients with medical
devices are placed inside a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) system. In this article, numerical
studies are applied to investigate the potentials of using insulated materials to reduce the RF
heating for external fixation devices. It is found that by changing the dielectric constant of the
insulation material, the RF-induced heating at the tips of devices can be altered. This study
indicates a potential technique of developing external fixation device with low MRI RF heating.
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Introduction

Many medical devices are currently not labeled magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) conditional. One of the major

concerns is the safety issues related to the MRI-induced

heating due to the electromagnetic field emitted by MRI radio

frequency (RF) coils. When patients with implanted medical

devices undergo the MR scanner, the metallic parts of

medical devices will interact strongly with the electromag-

netic field and can produce very high temperature increase

near these devices. Many studies have been performed to

investigate the heating effect of passive devices (Kumar et al.,

2009; Muranaka, 2010) and active implantable medical

devices (Büchler et al., 2007; Mattei et al., 2008, 2010;

Nyenhuis et al., 2005). While these studies are mainly focused

on heating of devices that are implanted inside the human

body, other studies have been extended to study the heating of

external fixation systems. The external fixation systems have

most of their components outside the human body.

Luechinger et al. (2007) evaluated a group of nonmagnetic

large external fixation clamps and frames in MR environment

and found a maximum of 9.9 �C temperature increase at the

tip of a metallic pin. Liu et al. studied the effect of clamp

spacing, insertion depth and bar material properties on MRI

RF-induced heating for external fixation devices. Shorter

insertion depth, longer clamp spacing and metallic connection

bar are found to contribute to the high temperature rise at the

tip of pin on devices (Liu et al., 2012a). Even when the

exposure levels are below the thermal limits, there still can be

potential tissue damage (1998).

It was observed that the external fixation device often has

a higher heating than that of implanted passive device

(Liu et al., 2012a,b). During MR scans, the induced currents

are generated on the metallic surfaces of the device. The

induced energy propagates toward the pin and generates large

local energy deposition at the tip region. This localized energy

deposition then produces high local heating. If the pin is

electrically connected to other metallic components of the

device, all the current can flow freely to the pin. Accordingly,

significant temperature increase can be observed at the tip of

the pin. However, if the pins are electrically disconnected from

the clamps, it can potentially reduce the energy propagation

onto the pin from other metallic components.

Consequently, in some designs, an insulating layer was

placed between the pins and the clamps. If this assump-

tion is true for the external fixation device, it may be a feasible

method to reduce the RF-induced heating by adjusting the elec-

trical properties for the insulated layer material. In this study,

the property of insulated layer material is investigated numer-

ically by the 3D EM simulation software SEMCAD X to

understand the effect of heating on the tip of the device

(SEMCAD X Reference Manual, Zurich, Switzerland).

Materials and methods

RF coil

The MRI RF coils can be excited using linear excitation and

quadrature excitation. The linear excitation produces linear

polarized field and the quadrature excitation produces circular
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polarized field. The circular polarized field is much efficient

for imaging and can realize higher signal noise ratio (SNR)

than linear polarized field. Therefore, quadrature excitation

is the most widely used excitation method in commercial

MRI RF coils. By using SEMCAD X, a commercial finite

difference time domain full wave electromagnetics software

package, the RF coils operating at 64 MHz can be developed to

emulate the commercial 1.5 T MRI system (SEMCAD X

Reference Manual). The RF coil model in SEMCAD X is

shown in Figure 1. The diameter of the RF coil is 63 cm and the

height of the RF coil is 65 cm. The eight parallel red lines

(rungs) are current sources. The blue lines (end rings) on top

and bottom of the RF coils are tuning capacitors. To generate a

circular polarized electromagnetic field inside the coil, all

current sources have a uniform magnitude. The phase differ-

ence between current sources on adjacent rungs is 2�
N

, where

N is the total number of rungs (Jin, 1998). All tuning capacitors

have the same capacitance value. The capacitance value is

determined by running several broadband simulations until the

resonant frequency is adjusted to appropriate resonant mode

(Jin, 1998). It often requires 3–5 rounds of broadband

simulations to determine appropriate capacitor values.

Detailed steps are: (1) selecting an initial capacitance value

for all capacitors on end rings for the first broadband

simulation. The broadband pulse is added on one single

rung while other rungs are modeled as conductors without

sources; (2) the frequency domain voltage or current on

capacitors are then extracted to inspect if appropriate resonant

frequency is found. If not, the capacitor values are adjusted and

the simulation will be repeated continuously until the appro-

priate resonant frequency is equal to 64 MHz as is shown in

Figure 2. For our RF coil design, it was found that capacitor

value should be 7.2 pF for 1.5 T/64 MHz MRI RF coil. Figure 3

shows the electric and magnetic field distribution at the coil

center plane that is perpendicular to the bore direction in a MRI

system. The electric field is centrosymmetric and is increasing

along radial direction. At the center, the electric field

vanishes. The magnetic field is uniformly distributed in the

center plane. From the field distribution shown in Figure 3, it is

concluded that the RF coil works at the appropriate resonance

mode.

Device

The external fixation device is used for stabilization and

immobilization of bones with open fractures. The device is

generally composed by clamps, pins and connection bars.

A generic external fixator model was developed to study the

clamp spacing, insertion depth and connection bar material

effect on the RF heating in MRI environment (Liu et al.,

2012a). The model is shown in Figure 4. It comprises three

parts: (1) two metallic blocks to represent the Clamps, (2) two

connection bars between the clamps and (3) four pins that are

screwed into the bones during surgery. The metallic block has

the dimension of 11.4� 2� 3.75 cm. The pin has a diameter

of 0.5 cm and length of 16 cm. The connection bar has a

diameter of 1.1 cm and a length of 41.5 cm. From a previous

study (Liu et al., 2012a), four different insertion depths are

used and a shallow insertion of 2 cm is found to produce the

highest RF heating. In this study, the 2 cm insertion depth is

used for all studies.

To obtain the most conservative RF heating data, the

ASTM standard suggests that the device should be placed

at locations where maximum incident electric field occurs.

For implantable devices, the devices should be placed

inside the phantom about 2 cm away from the inner side

wall of the ASTM phantom at the center plane (ASTM

International, 2011; Liu et al., 2012b). However, this is

not applicable to the external fixation devices. The heating

mechanism for external fixation device is much more

complex (Liu et al., 2012a). The heating can be related to

many factors, e.g. incident tangential electric field distri-

bution, insertion depth of pin inside the ASTM phantom

gel and nonconductive material used at the connection part

on the device (Liu et al., 2012a). In this study, the device

is placed at a location where high incident tangential

electric field is observed. The dielectric layer is modeled

as a ring structure with inner diameter 5 mm and outer

diameter 7 mm placed between the block and pin to

simulate the insulator used in real device product. Detailed

structure for the device model is shown in Figure 5 and

the electrical properties for materials are shown in

Table 1.

Figure 2. Spectrum of 1.5 T MRI RF coil excited by broadband signal
with end ring tuning capacitance 7.2 pF.

Figure 1. Structure of MRI RF coil in simulation.
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Simulation study

To study the effect of different dielectric materials on induced

RF heating at the tip of the devices, six different insulated

materials were used. The electrical properties for all six

insulated materials as well as the ASTM phantom gel and the

ASTM phantom shell are shown in Table 1. The other parts of

the external fixation devices are modeled as perfect electric

conductor (PEC). Besides the six configurations for devices

using different insulated materials, another configuration with

PEC layer between pin and clamps which is equivalent to an

uninsulated configuration is used as a reference study. In total,

there are seven device configurations for the numerical study.

After the simulation, 1 g averaged specific absorption rate

(SAR) and induced current along device pins can be obtained

for further analysis.

Results and discussion

In Figure 6(a), the external fixation device is shown with the

ASTM gel. Four pins, namely pin1, pin2, pin3 and pin4 are

defined from left to right. The maximum heating region is

found to be located at the tip of pin4. Variation of the

dielectric constant of insulating layer material has significant

effect on the local SAR value at maximum heating region.

Comparison of local SAR distribution in maximum heating

region using different insulated materials ("r ¼ 1 and "r¼ 9)

are shown in Figure 6(b). The maximum 1 g averaged SAR

values near the four pin tips at different dielectric constant are

shown in Figure 7. Maximum 1 g averaged SAR values near

the four pins are plotted. The 1 g averaged SAR for external

fixation device without any dielectric layer insulation (PEC

instead of dielectric material) is plotted as a reference. From

Figures 6 and 7, it is noticed that insulator with high

permittivity ("r¼ 5, 7, 9) could lead to higher heating at pin

tips than those with low relative permittivity ("r¼ 1, 2, 3).

The dotted line in Figure 7 is the maximum 1 g averaged SAR

at pin tips without insulated layer. The maximum 1 g SAR

value for device with insulated layer ("r¼ 1, 2, 3) is smaller

than that without insulated layer, which shows that potentially,

one can reduce heating by inserting a low permittivity

insulated layer between the pin and the clamp. However, high

permittivity materials ("r¼ 5, 7, 9) could induce even higher

heating than that without insulated layer. The insulated layer

between two good conductors is considered as a capacitor.

Figure 3. Electric field (left) and magnetic field (right) distributions at center plane of MRI RF coil.

Figure 5. (a) Insulated layer position on external fixation device.
(b) Location of y¼ 0 mm and y¼ 120 mm on device pins.

Figure 4. 3D structure of the external fixation system model.

Table 1. Electrical properties for materials of external fixation system
and ASTM phantom.

Relative
permittivity

Electrical
conductivity (S/m)

ASTM phantom GEL 80.38 0.448
ASTM phantom shell 3.7 0
Device bar (carbon fiber) 10 5,600,000
Insulated layer 1 1 0
Insulated layer 2 2 0
Insulated layer 3 3 0
Insulated layer 4 5 0
Insulated layer 5 7 0
Insulated layer 6 9
Device other parts (PEC) \ \
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High permittivity material can result in high capacitance

and increase the capacitive coupling between pins and

clamps. The coupling path is found to be as efficient as

direct conducting connection between pins and clamps.

Therefore, adding insulated layer between pin and clamp

could not guarantee the decrement in RF heating compared to

a device configuration without the insulated layer. In this

study, the material with "r¼ 2 was found to be the most

efficient way to reduce the local SAR from 649 W/Kg (no

insulated layer) to 209 W/Kg which is equivalent to reducing

67.8% temperature rise at pin tips.

To understand the efficiency of the coupling path between

pins and clamps, the induced current along pins starting from

y¼ 0 mm (closed to insulated layer) to y¼ 120 mm (pin tip)

are extracted. The locations for y¼ 0 mm and y¼ 120 mm are

shown in Figure 5.

The magnitude of current along the pins can be

evaluated from the magnetic field around the four different

pins. Figures 8–11 show the magnitude of induced current

with different insulated layer materials ("r¼ 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9).

The power level is normalized to a 2 W/Kg whole body SAR

(Liu et al., 2012b). Current at y¼ 0 mm is considered as

the total induced current coming from bars and clamps.

Figures 8 and 11 show the current distribution on the outer

two pins (pin1 and pin4). Figures 9 and 10 show the current

distribution on the inner two pins (pin2 and pin3). The outer

pins have larger induced current starting at y¼ 0 mm than the

current on inner pins. The magnitudes of current on the pins

have the same trend starting from the surface of gel

(y¼ 100 mm) and goes to an extremely low value at the

tip of pin (y¼ 120 mm). The induced current distribution

Figure 6. (a) External fixation device inser-
tion in ASTM phantom gel, maximum
heating region is around the tip of the fourth
pin from left to right. (b) Illustration of local
SAR (1 g averaged) distribution inside max-
imum heating region for different dielectric
layer material: "r¼ 1 (left) and "r¼ 1 (right).

Figure 7. Peak local 1 g averaged SAR at four pins (pin1, pin2, pin3 and
pin4) for five insulated layer material ("r¼ 1, "r¼ 2, "r¼ 3, "r¼ 5,
"r¼ 7, "r¼ 9) and no insulated layer (PEC).

Figure 8. Magnitude of induced current along pin1 without insulated
layer (no layer), and with insulated layer ("r¼ 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9).
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on the pin is a good illustration on how the RF power outside

the ASTM phantom is coupled into the phantom gel from the

device pins. The decreased magnitude of current indicates

that the energy is dissipated by ASTM phantom gel around

the pin. Accordingly, large induced current at y¼ 0 mm has

the capability to generate high energy in ASTM phantom gel

and to result in high temperature increase at the device tips.

Again, for insulated layer with "r¼ 2, the magnitude of

induced current at y¼ 0 mm is 2.7 A compared to 5.0 A

without the insulated layer. The induced current on the pin is

reduced by 46% and the corresponding power level is reduced

by 70.8% which agrees well with the local SAR results.

Conclusions

The effects of using insulation material between clamp and

pin for external fixation device was studied for MRI RF

heating reduction. It was observed that such insulating layers

can potentially reduce the induced RF heating as it can

eliminate the RF current propagation from the device frame to

device pins. It was also observed that 67% reduction in

heating can be achieved when proper insulated material was

used.
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Figure 10. Magnitude of induced current along pin3 without insulated
layer (no layer) and with insulated layer ("r¼ 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9).

Figure 9. Magnitude of induced current along pin2 without insulated
layer (no layer), and with insulated layer ("r¼ 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9).

Figure 11. Magnitude of induced current along pin4 without insulated
layer (no layer), and with insulated layer ("r¼ 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9).
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